Unexplained Geologic Features within the Hydrate Stability Zone,
Upper Slope Mississippi Canyon, Northern Gulf of Mexico
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High-resolution data reveal vertical lineaments in the shallow sub-surface in areas of regional
inclination. Each lineament extends vertically through the same sequence of horizontal reflectors
and terminates as reflectors become indistinct. These "broom" features have been interpreted as
short-lived faults originating as sediments descend the inclination, as zones of escaping free
natural gas, or both.
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Figure 2. Heat-flow and chirp sonar data
Heat-flow data were obtained on and near a mud diapir reported by Neurauter and Bryant (1989). The
data were plotted on Chirp sonar profiles in an attempt to correlate subsurface geology with the heatflow results. Local increases in reflection amplitude create the vertically oriented "broom" structures that
terminate in the featureless zone beneath them. Huntec data from the same location show similar
"brooms." These features recur throughout the data set.
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CONCLUSIONS
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Evaluation of multiple sets of high-resolution seismic data has produced profiles that illustrate
unexplained features common in this area of known gas hydrate occurrence. We believe that
these features derive their unusual character from their association with gas hydrates, and
include:
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prominent AWOZs
clear illustrations of faulting
a block of the shallowest units of the section that appears to have slid on incompetent
Unit 4
Although ground-truthing is sparce, biostratigraphic and sedimentologic evidence from a single
28.5m core provide the beginnings of a history for this geologically complex area.
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irregularities in thickness and/or reflector character
irregular internal reflections - additional internal reflector appears/disappears, defining
its subunits
thickenings adjacent to AWOZ
remarkably constant thickness of units above and below
upwarped upper boundary and downwarped lower boundary perhaps reflecting volume
change
where pierced by vertical/near-vertical faults, becomes more diffuse forming vertical
"broom" structures that may vent hydrate to overlying units and the water column
(Geresi, et al., 2002)
vertical reflector breaks that terminate at Unit 4 have been described as possible
fractures associated with gas release to overlying unit(s) (Lowrie et al., 2002)
Structural anomalies
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Location map with tracklines of seismic profiles, Mississippi Canyon
(boxed area is detailed in the figure below)
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Figure 3. Fence diagram of high-resolution seismic profiles that cross the "Marion Dufresne" MD02-2570 core-site
The profiles acquired with the SS/DR system show many of the same features that the Huntec profiles reveal. Although the
detail of the stratigraphic section is diminished, Unit 4 can be seen to be associated with the AWOZs, and to vary in both
vertical extent and internal reflectivity. See Figure 4 caption for further description of features.
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Heat-flow data were obtained from the Mississippi Canyon area by TDI Brooks, International, Inc.
in 2000, in support of this study. Acquired along with chirp sonar profiles, they have been used to
illuminate the subsurface on both chirp and Huntec records.
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Recurring regional stratigraphy can be traced over most portions of many sections and serves
as reference to variations in reflector patterns. Unit 4 appears to be a key to regional geology
including occurrence of gas hydrates and exhibits 1) changes in reflector pattern i.e.
addition/loss of internal reflectors, 2) variation in unit thickness or vertical extent (while units
above and below maintain their vertical integrity), 3) upwarping of the units above Unit 4 and/or
downwarping of the units beneath Unit 4, 4) relationship to the acoustic wipe-out zones, or
AWOZs (Lutken et al., 2003), 5) termination of the "broom" structures portrayed and described in
Figure 2, that may represent faults venting gas to overlying units (Lowrie et al., 2002). These
features describe a singular stratigraphic unit that appears to be changing character, locally,
perhaps to accommodate volume changes related to the association/dissociation of gas
hydrates.

It is unclear, both from the core and from the core logs, whether any of Unit 4 was actually
recovered in the core. The deepest recovered few centimeters of section, when compared with
the fine-grained, finely-laminated shallower 15m+, are coarser and unlaminated. The seismic
profiles, which display horizontally persistent, shallow, stratigraphy above Unit 4, show abrupt
changes in the reflection patterns at Unit 4. This may represent a change from a more energetic,
chaotic, environment of deposition during Unit 4 time to one of more tranquil, low-energy, during
Unit 3 time and correspond to a change in grain-size of the deposited units from coarser (Unit 4)
to finer (Units 3, 2, 1). Gas expansion is evident in several sections, so vertical control was not
strictly possible. Both foraminiferal and mineral grain assemblages indicate that the base of the
core is 14-22 thousand years old. Clearly, core material from an undisturbed location close-by
would clarify the age and depositional history of this area.
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Seismic Systems and Data Quality

In this study, about 30km of data acquired with the Huntec system and about 11km acquired with
the SS/DR system were examined (Figure 1). They reveal a number of anomalous features that
appear to be related to the presence of gas hydrates.
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The Huntec deep-towed boomer system, owned and operated by the United States Geological
Survey (USGS), Menlo Park, was used to collect some 100km+ of high-resolution seismic data
from the western Mississippi Canyon area, during the summer of 1998. The boomer system
includes a hydrophone receiver ~1150ft (350m) beneath the water's surface. Additional data
were collected using the SS/DR, or surface-source/deep-receiver system, developed and
operated by the CMRET. The 80in 3 water-gun source was towed at the surface with the
hydrophone array towed 400m beneath it.
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Heat-flow data, collected from an area of numerous normal faults, include widely ranging values
with greater heat-flow possibly representing "open faults" conducting geo-thermal fluids to the
surface. However, accompanying high-resolution seismic data do not differentiate suspected
open faults from non-open faults.

The principal data in the study are high-resolution seismic profiles from the western upper
continental slope adjacent to the western flank of Mississippi Canyon (Figure 1). Evidence of the
presence of gas hydrates in the area was found in the form of gas hydrate crystals (Neurauter
and Bryant, 1989), and anomalous heat flow data (University of Mississippi, 2000); evidence of
the dissociation of gas hydrate was found in a 28.35m core (MD02-2570) recovered from this
area during the July, 2002 cruise of the R.V. "Marion Dufresne" (Lutken et al., 2003), while gas
hydrate was recovered in a nearby a core (MD02-2569) on the same cruise. Seismic profiles
crossing the MD02-2570 core site portray numerous small faults and mounds. Similar features
are known to be associated with gas hydrates elsewhere (Geresi et al., 2002). The mounds are
believed to form where the faults both relieve overburden pressure and provide pathways for
gases to migrate to the sea floor.
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The upper continental slope, Mississippi Canyon, northern Gulf of Mexico, is a region
characterized by dynamic geology, including subsidence, uplift, and prograding. It contains
producing gas fields, salt ridges, hydrate formations exposed on the seafloor, and an interpreted
hydrated and underlying free gas zone. High-resolution seismic reflection data collected from
this area reveal widespread geologic features that can be identified in the shallow subsurface
from disparate locations and on different data sets but that remain unsatisfactorily interpreted or
explained. Unexplained reflector patterns, apparently associated with gas hydrates, are here
presented.

An ongoing effort at the Center for Marine Resources and Environmental Technology (CMRET)
at the University of Mississippi is to unravel the geology of the sea floor and sub-sea floor within
the hydrate stability zone in the Mississippi Canyon area, northern Gulf of Mexico. This endeavor
includes an attempt to identify hydrates and related structures on high-resolution seismic profiles,
thereby enabling researchers to map both lateral and vertical extent of these problematic yet
potentially useful deposits. The ultimate objective of the project is to identify a site for
emplacement of a seafloor observatory to monitor gas hydrates. Understanding the regional
geology is prerequisite to achieving this goal.
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High-resolution seismic data show both homogeneity and heterogeneity of reflector
characteristics in the upper slope environment. Both the shallowest and the deepest of the
ubiquitous shallow reflectors remain relatively homogeneous throughout the region. An
intermediate unit, however, shows variability in both thickness and reflector pattern, the latter
being so unique that the unit can be correlated across faults and from one profile to another.
Remarkable variability in vertical extent suggests that this unit may be accommodating volume
changes, possibly due to hydrate expansion. This entire sequence, by analogy with a 28.35m
piston core interpretation in the same physiographic province, appears to represent an interval
of, at most, Upper Pleistocene time, and possibly as brief as a single Holocene-glacial couplet.
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Figure 4. Regional shallow stratigraphy consists of 6 units, including "key" Unit 4
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TDI Brooks, International, Inc., 2001, unpublished data acquired for The University of Mississippi,
Mississippi Canyon Heat-Flow Program 2000, Technical Report 01-697.

